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Topic Modeling: Introduction

What are important 
topics in the corpus?

❑ How to effectively & efficiently comprehend a large text corpus?

❑ Knowing what important topics are there is a good starting point!

❑ Topic discovery facilitates a wide spectrum of applications

❑ Document classification/organization

❑ Document retrieval/ranking

❑ Text summarization
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Topic Modeling: Overview

❑ How to discover topics automatically from the corpus?

❑ By modeling the corpus statistics!

❑ Each document has a latent topic distribution

❑ Each topic is described by a different word distribution
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA): Overview

❑ Each document is represented as a mixture of various topics

❑ Ex. A news document may be 40% on politics, 50% on economics, and 10% on sports

❑ Each topic is represented as a probability distribution over words

❑ Ex. The distribution of “politics” vs. “sports” might be like: 

❑ Dirichlet priors are imposed to enforce sparse distributions:

❑ Documents cover only a small set of topics (sparse document-topic distribution)

❑ Topics use only a small set of words frequently (sparse topic-word distribution)
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LDA: Generative Model

❑ Formulating the statistical relationship between words, documents and 
latent topics as a generative process describing how documents are 
created:

❑ For the 𝑖th document, choose

❑ For the 𝑘th topic, choose

❑ For the 𝑗th word in the 𝑖th document,

❑ choose topic

❑ choose a word

topic’s word distribution

document’s topic distribution

word’s topic
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LDA: Inference

❑ Learning the LDA model (Inference)

❑ What need to be learned

❑ Document topic distribution 𝜃 (for assigning topics to documents)

❑ Topic-word distribution 𝜑 (for topic interpretation)

❑ Words’ latent topic 𝑧

❑ How to learn the latent variables? – complicated due to intractable 
posterior

❑ Monte Carlo simulation

❑ Gibbs sampling

❑ Variational inference

❑ …
observed

provided

latent
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Issues with LDA

❑ LDA is completely unsupervised (i.e., users only input number of topics)

❑ Cannot take user supervision

❑ Ex.  What if a user is specifically interested in some topics but LDA doesn’t discover 
them?

10 topics generated by LDA on The New York Times dataset
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Supervised LDA (sLDA)

❑ Allow users to provide document annotations/labels

❑ Incorporate document labels into the generative process

❑ For the 𝑖th document, choose

❑ For the 𝑗th word in the 𝑖th document,

❑ choose topic

❑ choose a word

❑ For the 𝑖th document, choose ,

generate document’s label

document’s topic distribution

word’s topic
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Seeded LDA: Guided Topic-Word Distribution

❑ Another form of user supervision: several seed words for each topic

Seed topics used to improve the 
topic-word distribution:
Each word comes from either 
“regular topics” with a 
distribution over all word like in 
LDA, or “seed topics” which only 
generate words from the seed set
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Seeded LDA: Guided Document-Topic Distribution

❑ Another form of user supervision: several seed words for each topic

Seed topics used to improve the 
document-topic distribution:
Group-topic distribution = seed 
set distribution over regular topics
Group-topic distribution used as 
prior to draw document-topic 
distribution
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Clustering-Based Topic Discovery

❑ Topic modeling frameworks use bag-of-words features (i.e., only word 
counts in documents matter; word ordering is ignored)

❑ In Part I of the tutorial, we introduced distributed text representations 
(text embeddings and language models) that better model sequential 
information in text

❑ Can we take advantage of those advanced text representations for the 
topic discovery task, as an alternative to topic modeling?
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Word Embedding + Clustering

❑ Cast “topics” as clusters of word types — similar to taking the top-ranked 
words from each topic’s distribution in topic modeling

❑ How to obtain word clusters? Run clustering algorithms on word 
embeddings

❑ Since the text embedding space captures word semantic similarity (i.e., 
high vector similarity implies high semantic similarity), using distance-
based clustering algorithms (like K-means) will naturally group 
semantically similar words into the same cluster
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Clustering-Based Topic Discovery: A benchmark study 

❑ Clustering algorithms: 

❑ k-means (KM) 

❑ Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)

❑ Embeddings:

❑ Word2Vec

❑ GloVe

❑ fastText

❑ Spherical text embedding

❑ ELMo

❑ BERT

Sia, S., Dalmia, A., & Mielke, S. J. (2020). Tired of Topic Models? Clusters of Pretrained Word 
Embeddings Make for Fast and Good Topics too! EMNLP
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Clustering-Based Topic Discovery: Word Frequency 

❑ One thing to consider is that text embeddings do not explicitly encode 
frequency information, which is important for topic discovery (i.e., more 
frequent words in the corpus may be more representative)

❑ Two ways to incorporate frequency information

❑ Weighted clustering: Frequent words weigh more when computing cluster centroids

❑ Rerank words in clusters: Rerank terms by frequency in each cluster when selecting 
representative terms
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Clustering-Based Topic Discovery: Results
❑ Using k-means (KM)/Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) as clustering algorithm and 

using Spherical text embedding/BERT as representations leads to comparable results 
with LDA

❑ Future work

❑ More advanced clustering algorithms?

❑ Joint modeling of document-topic distribution via clustering?

weighted clustering + reranking
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Motivations

❑ What are the limitations of topic models?

❑ Failure to incorporate user guidance: Topic models tend to retrieve the most general 
and prominent topics from a text collection

❑ may not be of a user’s particular interest

❑ provide a skewed and biased summarization of the corpus

❑ Failure to enforce distinctiveness among retrieved topics: Topic models do not impose 
discriminative constraints

❑ concepts are most effectively interpreted via their uniquely defining features

❑ e.g. Egypt is known for pyramids and China is known for the Great Wall
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Motivations

❑ (Cont’d) Failure to enforce distinctiveness among retrieved topics: Topic models do not 
impose discriminative constraints

❑ three retrieved topics from the New York Times annotated corpus via LDA:

❑ it is difficult to clearly define the meaning of the three topics due to an overlap of 
their semantics (e.g., the term “united states” appears in all three topics)
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Introduction

❑ A New Task: Discriminative Topic Mining

❑ Given a text corpus and a set of category names, discriminative topic mining aims to retrieve a 
set of terms that exclusively belong to each category 

❑ Ex.  Given 𝑐1: “The United States”, 𝑐2: “France”, 𝑐3: “Canada”

❑ correct to retrieve “Ontario” under 𝑐3: Ontario is a province in Canada and exclusively 
belongs to Canada

❑ incorrect to retrieve “North America” under 𝑐3: North America is a continent and does not 
belong to any countries (reversed belonging relationship)

❑ incorrect to retrieve “English” under 𝑐3: English is also the national language of the United 
States (not discriminative)
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❑ A New Task: Discriminative Topic Mining

❑ Difference from topic modeling

❑ requires a set of user provided category names and only focuses on retrieving terms 
belonging to the given categories

❑ imposes strong discriminative requirements that each retrieved term under the 
corresponding category must belong to and only belong to that category semantically

Discriminative Topic Mining
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❑ Motivation:

❑ Topic models use document-topic and topic-word distributions to model the text generation 
process

❑ able to discover hidden topic semantics

❑ bag-of-words generation assumption

❑ Word embeddings capture word semantic correlations via the distributional hypothesis

❑ captures local context similarity

❑ not exploit document-level statistics (global context)

❑ not model topics

❑ Take advantage of both frameworks!

CatE Embedding: Overview
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CatE Embedding: Discriminative Embedding

❑ Intuitively, with different categories to be discriminated, the embedding space should 
have different distribution

❑ How to achieve this property?
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CatE Embedding: Text Generation Modeling

❑ Modeling text generation under user guidance

❑ A three-step process:

1. A document 𝑑 is generated conditioned on one of the 𝑛 categories

2. Each word 𝑤𝑖 is generated conditioned on the semantics of the 
document 𝑑

3. Surrounding words 𝑤𝑖+𝑗 in the local context window of 𝑤𝑖 are 

generated conditioned on the semantics of the center word 𝑤𝑖

❑ Likelihood of corpus generation conditioned on user-given categories

1. Topic assignment

2. Global context

3. Local context
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CatE Embedding: Objective

❑ Objective: negative log-likelihood

❑ How do we know which word belongs to which category (word-topic distribution)?

1. Topic assignment 2. Global context 3. Local context

Decompose into word-topic distribution
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❑ As a starting point, we propose to retrieve representative words by jointly considering 
two separate aspects:

❑ Relatedness: measured by embedding cosine similarity

❑ Specificity: category representative words should be more specific than the category name

❑ Ex. “Ontario” can be selected as a category representative word of “Canada” since it is 
related to “Canada” and more specific than “Canada”.

❑ How do we know the specificity of words?

Category Representative Word Retrieval
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Word Semantic Specificity

❑ Word distributional specificity:

❑ Ex.  “seafood” has a higher word distributional specificity than “food”, because seafood 
is a specific type of food
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❑ Our model:

❑ 𝜅𝑤 is the distributional specificity of 𝑤.

Jointly Learning Word Embedding and Specificity
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❑ Preliminary:  The vMF distribution – A distribution defined on unit sphere

Concentration Parameter Center Direction

Interpreting The Model
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❑ (Theorem) Our model essentially learns both word embedding and word distributional 
specificity that maximize the probability of the context vectors getting generated by the 
center word’s vMF distribution

Interpreting The Model
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❑ Ranking Measure for Selecting Class Representative Words:

❑ We find a representative word of category 𝑐𝑖 and add it to the set 𝑆 by

𝑤 hasn’t been a 
representative word

𝑤 must be more specific 
than the category name

Prefer words having high embedding 
cosine similarity with the category name

Prefer words with low distributional 
specificity (more general)

Category Representative Word Retrieval
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Overall Algorithm
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❑ Datasets

❑ New York Times annotated corpus (Sandhaus, 
2008)

❑ topic

❑ location

❑ Recently released Yelp Dataset Challenge

❑ food type

❑ sentiment

Experiment Settings
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❑ Discriminative Topic Mining:

❑ Baselines

❑ LDA (NIPS 2003)

❑ Seeded LDA (EACL 2012)

❑ TWE (AAAI 2015)

❑ Anchored CorEx (TACL 2017)

❑ Labeled ETM (arXiv 2019)

❑ Metrics:

❑ Averaged topic coherence: how coherent the mined topics are

❑ Mean accuracy: how accurately the retrieved terms belong to the category

Experiments

Seed-guided

Seed-guided

Embedding-based

Embedding-based

Manual select
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Qualitative Results
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Quantitative Results
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❑ Use different embedding features to WeSTClass model

❑ Baselines:

❑ Word2Vec (NIPS 2013)

❑ GloVe (EMNLP 2014)

❑ fastText (TACL 2017)

❑ BERT (NAACL 2019)

Experiments: Weakly-Supervised Text Classification:
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❑ Text Classification results

Experiments: Weakly-Supervised Text Classification:
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❑ Discriminative Embedding Space

Case Study 
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❑ Coarse-to-Fine Topic Presentation

Case Study 
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Project Goal

❑ Topic discovery in massive text corpora presents a holistic view to users of the 
contents

❑ However, traditional unsupervised methods like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) fail 
to provide completely meaningful and user-interested topics

❑ We develop TopicMine, a user-guided topic mining system that takes user-interested 
category names as input and retrieve category representative phrases to form 
coherent topics

Britain

China

Canada

London, England, Scotland, Wales, ...

Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Fujian, ...

Ontario, Toronto, Quebec, Montreal, ...

Inputs Outputs

Categories
Category representative 
phrases
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Project Goal

❑ TopicMine presents a category in a coarse-to-fine manner: The category 
representative phrases are first selected by category relevance, and then ranked by 
semantic specificity

❑ Our framework learns an additional parameter 𝜅 for each phrase which reflects how 
specific the phrase meaning is based on how variant the phrase’s local contexts are in 
the entire corpus

❑ For example, “California” will be ranked higher than “Log Angeles” as representative 
phrases for category “The United States”

𝜅𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 < 𝜅𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑎 < 𝜅𝐿𝑜𝑠 𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑠 < 𝜅𝑈𝑆𝐶

Category: United States California, Los Angeles, USC, ...

Input Output
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Category Representative Phrases
❑ User Inputs: (truth discovery, text mining, pattern mining)

TRUTH DISCOVERY TEXT MINING PATTERN MINING

misinformation text_analysis sequential_pattern_mining

faitcrowd document_retrieval frequent_sequence_mining

rumors text_processing frequent_itemset_mining

veracity text_analytics motif_discovery

missing_values information_extraction pattern_discovery

untrustworthy biomedical_informatics minimum_spanning_tree

multiple_sources latent_semantic_analysis a-priori

multi-source unstructured_text pattern_matching
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Category Phrases Sort By Specificity Range

RANGE OF 𝜿 TRUTH DISCOVERY TEXT MINING PATTERN MINING

1 <
𝜅

𝜅𝑐
< 1.25 misinformation

common_sense_knowledge
rumors

text_analysis
text_processing

unstructured_text

sequential_pattern_mining
frequent_sequence_mining
frequent_itemset_mining

1.25 <
𝜅

𝜅𝑐
< 1.5 multiple_sources

decision_problem
fact-checking

document_retrieval
information_extraction

topic_extraction

minimum_spanning_tree
pruning_techniques

association_rules

1.5 <
𝜅

𝜅𝑐
< 1.75 faitcrowd

hyptrails
timing_information

latent_semantic_analysis
tf-idf

semeval-2015

trajectory-based
a-priori

community-level

❑ Coarse-to-fine topic presentation
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Demo System Showcase

Inputs

Class representative 
phrases
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Demo System Showcase
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Demo System Showcase
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Motivation

❑ Mining a set of meaningful topics organized into a hierarchy is intuitively appealing and 
has broad applications

❑ Coarse-to-fine topic understanding

❑ Hierarchical corpus summarization

❑ Hierarchical text classification

❑ …

❑ Hierarchical topic models discover topic structures from text corpora via modeling the 
text generative process with a latent hierarchy
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JoSH Embedding

❑ Difference from hyperbolic models (e.g., Poincare, Lorentz)

❑ Hyperbolic embeddings preserve absolute tree distance (similar embedding distance => 
similar tree distance)

❑ We do not aim to preserve the absolute tree distance, but rather use it as a relative measure

Tree distance = 2

Tree distance = 2

Although 𝑑tree(sports, arts) = 𝑑tree(baseball, soccer), “baseball” and “soccer” should be 
embedded closer than “sports” and “arts” to reflect semantic similarity.

Use tree distance in a relative manner: Since 𝑑tree(sports, baseball) < 𝑑tree(baseball, soccer), 
“baseball” and “soccer” should be embedded closer than “baseball” and “soccer”.
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JoSH Tree Embedding

❑ Intra-Category Coherence: Representative terms of 
each category should be highly semantically relevant 
to each other, reflected by high directional similarity 
in the spherical space

❑ Inter-Category Distinctiveness: Encourage 
distinctiveness across different categories to avoid 
semantic overlaps so that the retrieved terms 
provide a clear and distinctive description
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❑ Recursive Local Tree Embedding:  Recursively embed local structures of the category 
tree onto the sphere

❑ Local tree: A local tree 𝑇𝑟 rooted at node 𝑐𝑟 ∈ 𝑇 consists of node 𝑐𝑟 and all of its direct 
children nodes

Local tree (sports)

Local tree (ROOT)

Local tree (arts)

JoSH Tree Embedding
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❑ Preserving Relative Tree Distance Within Local Trees: A category should be closer to 
its parent category than to its sibling categories in the embedding space

JoSH Tree Embedding
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❑ Modeling Text Generation Conditioned on the Category Tree (Similar to CatE)

❑ A three-step process:

1. A document 𝑑𝑖 is generated conditioned on one of the 𝑛 categories

2. Each word 𝑤𝑗 is generated conditioned on the semantics of the document 

𝑑𝑖

3. Surrounding words 𝑤𝑗+𝑘 in the local context window of 𝑤𝑖 are generated 

conditioned on the semantics of the center word 𝑤𝑖

1. Topic assignment

2. Global context

3. Local context

JoSH Text Embedding
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Optimization

❑ Overall algorithm

❑ Complexity w.r.t. tree size 𝑛: 

❑ 𝑂(𝑛𝐵2) for tree embedding

❑ 𝑂(𝑛𝐾) for text embedding

❑ Scales linearly w.r.t tree size
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Experiments: Quantitative results
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Experiments: Qualitative Results
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Experiments: Qualitative Results
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❑ T-SNE visualization (stars=category embeddings; dots=representative word embeddings)

Experiments: Joint Embedding Space Visualization
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❑ T-SNE visualization (stars=category embeddings; dots=representative word embeddings)

Experiments: Joint Embedding Space Visualization
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